
C O N T E N T S

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIALS DATA SYSTEM. -  The article gives a systema
tized survey on the establishment, development functioning, long-range plans o f the ISBD. 
It deals with the participation o f socialist countries and Hungary in the system and 
presents the advantages to be expected and the characteristics o f responsibility connec
ted with the exploitation o f them.

349-360. p.

KURUC Imréné

STANDARDIZATION TASKS IN THE FIELD OF LIBRARY AND INFORMA
TION SCIENCE. — Library and documentation standards, published in Hungary in the 
years 1951—1955, — considered then as internationally significant — were exceeded by 
practical demands; in the meantime the fundamental international standards and standard 
recommendations were developed and new standardization problems, tasks emerged; the 
technicality o f documents; the description o f documents; codes and abbreviations; 
alphabetization — thesauri; library working processes, tools,equipments; mechanization. 
The article informs on the problems o f their contemporary solution and on the Hungarian 
standards in hand.

361-367. p.

ZIRCZ Péter

THE N ATIO N AL LIBRARY IN THE PROFESSIONAL INFORMATION SYS
TEMS. — The Hungarian national library — the National Library Széchényi — takes upon 
itself, arising from its function, a significant role in the international and national 
(inlandish) information systems. As a matter of course it participates,in the first place, 
in special (document-oriented) systems which are connected with the basic functions, 
namely, with registration o f national book and periodical production. The engagement 
in sectoral systems results from the special library functions and from the activity o f the 
Centre for Library Science and Methodology. The responsibilities deriving from the 
particular national and international cooperation cannot be left out. In reality, here the 
cooperation and coexistence o f systems — library and information —, overlapping each 
other, exist. The results o f the participation in international information systems are so

SZILVÁSSY Zoltánná
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far significant, but many things ought to be completed in order that the system should be 
„fit functioning” . It can be said that we are „fit for input”  but still cannot „take”  
the output.

368-374. p.

CSÜRY István

COLLECTING OF LEGAL DEPOSIT COPIES FOR THE PRESENT AND THE 
FUTURE (About the document types carrying the „necessary”  information). — Foreign 
literature deals much with the questions o f library acquisition and collecting but satisfying 
principles — mainly those concerning the optimum development o f collections in national 
libraries — did not develop till now. In what manner do mechanical memories modify the 
archival functions o f libraries in our electronic age? How can the fundamental principle 
be realizable according to which libraries should set forth their archival function as an 
organic element o f their total activity in a mutual effect devoted to social processes? Is it 
the national library’s duty to store all inlandish documents or is this task to be performed 
in cooperation with other libraries? Which are the documents carrying primary informa
tion? Which should be the aspects o f selection? The article is looking for answers to these 
questions.

375-389. p.

Inlandish panorama 

KIRÁLY Lászlóné—SZŐKE Tibomé

HOW SHOULD THINGS GO ON? — Plans o f development in the network o f the 
Szabó Ervin Municipal Library. In the last decade -  similar to international tendencies- 
a definite course o f integration took place in the librarianship o f Budapest, as regards it 
structure and services. However, the stretching problems o f „how should things go on” 
present themselves still in this field. The authors outline the new organizational ideas 
which are connected with the plans o f city development; the main point o f which is 
the assuring o f a gradual provision. In addition to a new central library it is inevitable to 
establish libraries with large basic area -  1500-2500 m2 -  suitable for regional functions; 
the medium-sized libraries — with 600—1000 m2 basic area — as well as the service points 
functioning for the time being, too, are connected with the large libraries; the greater 
part o f them vili be needed in the future too. Central services ought to be extended, the 
existing ones improved. When establishing the organizational frames the feasible widening 
o f functions and services, the development o f system into an information system and the 
further organization o f work and business should be considered.

390 -4 0 9 . p.
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HILLER István

THE CENTRAL LIBRARY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF FORESTRY AND 
WOOD INDUSTRY RECEIVED A  NEW HOME. -  Historical antecedents. From the 
planning to the beginning o f building. Transfer o f the building and its characteristic data. 
Removal and fitting out. Some comprehensive statements, experiences.

410-422. p.

Chronicle

FÉNYES Miklós

THE AC TIV ITY  OF THE COUNCIL OF UNIVERSITY LIBRARY DIRECTORS 
IN 1976—77. The work o f the Council was determined upon the recommendations o f 
the 2. National Conference o f University and College Libraries, held in 1975. They dealt 
with the following: elaboration o f long-range development guiding principles; the organi
zational-network problems o f university libraries; the research work going on in university 
libraries in the light o f university integration; the amount o f credit granted for acquisition 
the qualification o f librarians; the mechanization problems o f university libraries; the 
foreign documentation o f university doctoral dissertations; the participation o f library 
directors in the work o f university councils; the strengthening o f information bases 
belonging to the Council o f University Library Directors.

423-427. p.

Forum

BILLÉDI Ferencné-CSENDES Béla-DOMOKOS Miklósné-KOVÁTS Zoltán

CONTRIBUTION to János DÚZS’S article entitled „The first phase in the elabora
tion o f the national professional information system” , published in Könyvtári Figyelő, 
24. vol. 1978. 3. no. 221-227. p.

428-442. p.

HÉBERGER Károly

CONTRIBUTION to Ferenc ARATÓ ’s article, entitled „Timely tasks o f the peda
gogical information system” , published in Könyvtári Figyelő, 24. vol. 1978. 3 . no.
228-238. p.

4 4 3 -4 4 5 . p.
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Outlook

DEVELOPMENT OF THE C ITY LIBRARY NETWORK IN PARIS. -  The review 
is compiled on the basis o f the following articles: Les bibliothèques de la ville de Paris. 
Analyses et perspectives (Páris 1973-1974. Prefecture de Paris), BAUDIN, Guy: Éléments 
pour un programme de bibliothèque publique (Paris, 1974. Service Technique des Bib
liothèques. 32.p.), BAUDIN, Guy: Les Bibliothèques de ville de Paris (Bulletin d’ Infor
mations ABF. 1976. 90. no. 21—26. p.) Quatre nouvelles bibliothèques a Paris. 
Trocadéro, Beaugrenelle, Vandamme, Picpus (Bibliographie de la France. 1977. 39.no. 
1622—1630.p.)

446-450. p.

BAR BE RI, Francesco

THE PUBLIC LIBRARY IN ROME. — Summary o f the article entitled La biblioteca 
pubblica a Roma, published in Bolletino d’informazioni, 1977. 2. no. 97—110. p.

451-454. p.

SWANSON, Don R.:

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL AS A TRIAL-AND-ERROR PROCESS. -  The article 
published in Library Quarterly, 47. vol. 1977. 2. no. 128—148. p. is translated,and 
summarized.

455-458. p.

FOGARASSY Miklós

Reviews

WARD, Martin L.: Readers and Library Users. London, 1977. Library Association 
96. p. (Rev.: KAMARÁS István)

*  459-463. p.

NYREN, Karl: ALA-ISAD Institute on the National Network (The plan o f national 
bibliographic data exchange network in the USA. Report on the continuing training 
conference o f the ALA.). Library Journal. 1977. l.no. 761—763.p. (Rev.: BALÁZS János)

464-469. p.
V
CERNYJ, A.I. Vsesojuznyj institut nauènoj i tehnièeskoj informacii (V IN IT I): 

itogi, zadaÖi, perspektivy (Results, tasks, perspectives of the All-Union Soviet Scientific 

and Technical Information Institution). NauÓno-tehniÓeskaja informacija. Ser.l. 1977. 
l l —12.no. 13—26.p. (Rev.: FUTALA Tibor. 470—472. p.
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